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POWER INVARIANCE OF R[[Xj , "', XnJJ

By JOONG Ho KIM

1. Introduction

O'Malley [8J raised the following question: If Rand S are rings such

that R[[XJJ =S[[XJJ, must R =S? Hamann [4J showed an example of two
nonisomorphic rings Rand S whose formal power series rings R[[XJJ and
S[[XJJ are isomorphic. A ring R is called power invariant if whenever S

is a ring such that the formal power series rings R[[XJJ and S[[XJJ in
an indeterminate X over Rand S are isomorphic, then Rand S are isomor
phic. Several authors [4, 6, 7, 8J imposed some condition on a ring R so
that R should be power invariant.

A commutative ring R with 1 is power invariant if J(R), the Jacobson
radical of R, is nilpotent [6J, and Hamann [4J proved that R is power
invariant if J(R) is nil. Recently this author [7J showed that if J(R) is nil,
R[[XJJ is power invariant. Let R«n))=R[[Xj, ... , XnJJ be the formal po\ver
series ring in n indeterminates Xl> ... , X n over a ring R. Then naturally the
following question arises: If J(R) is nil, is R«n)) power invarant for n::?:2?

Andy Magid's counterexample [4J forces the answer to be negative.
In this paper we investigate power invariance of RCCn)) for the case n:2: 2.

If aj, "', anE RCCn)), a= (a1> ''', an) will denote the ideal of RUn)) generated
by aj, ''', an' Let (RCCn)!, a) denote the topological ring RUn)' with the a-adic

eo

topology. (Rlcnil, a) is Hausdorff if and only if na n= (0). If this is the
n=l

case, RCCn)) is metrizable. and (RCCn)), a) is said to be complete if each
Cauchy sequence of RC Cn)) converges in R «n)).

Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative and to
have identity elements, and our terminology and notation will be that of C2J
and [7].

2. Preliminaries

Let p E RCCn)), then p is uniquely expressible in the from L;j~o Pi, where
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f3j E R[Xt. ... , X"J for each j such that {3j is 0 or a homogeneous polynomial
of degree j in Xl> ... , X" over R. We call L;i=o {3j the homogeneous decom
position of {3, and {3j the j-th homogeneous component of {3 for each j. The
following theorem (Lemma 3. 1 and Theorem 5. 6 in [2J) will be needed for
our main results.

THEOREM 1. Let ai=L;;:o a(i)ERCC,,)\ i=l, ... , n, be homogeneous decompo
sitions of elements of RCC")). There exists an R-automorphism cjJ of RCC")) such
that cjJ(Xi) =ai for each i if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) (Rcc,,)), a) is a complete Hausdorff space;
(2) Ral(l)+···+RaIC")=RXI+···+RX". (or the nXn matrix (al/i)ij is

a unit of M,,(R) , where a/i)=allCDXI+aI2CDX2+···+al"(i)X,,, alj(i)ER for
each i and j. )

Let le (R) denote the set of all a ER such that there is an R-homomorphism
q:R[[X]J ~ R with a(X) =a. Then Ie(R) is an ideal of R which is contain
ed in J(R) and contains the nil-radical of R. (By Theorem E, [IJ) .
Ie(R) may be properly contained in J(R) and it may properly contain the
nilradical of R. &.ae [IJ for such examples.

It was proved in [3J that Ie(RCC"))) =Ie(R) + (Xl' ... , X,,) for any ring R;
therefore for any positive integer n, le (RCC"))) can not be nil. Note that
le (R) is the set of all elements a in R such that there exists an R-automor
phism of R[[XJ] taking X to X +a. (By Theorem D, [lJ).

3. Main Results

LEMMA 2. Let A and B be ideals in R[[Xh ••• , X"JJ with B contained in
the Jacobson radical of R[[Xh ••• , X"JJ. Then if Xk E AB for some k, l:S:k
:5n, then 1 EA.

Proof: Suppose X k E AB and let X k= L;i=l figi where fi E A and gi E B
ID h '-1 L t f - ,,= fW d - "'= C;) be hr eac t-, ... , n. e i- LJj=O an gi- LJj=O gj omogeneous
decompositions of fi and gi, respectively. Let fl(i)-fl1(i)X1+···+fl"(i)X,, and
g/i)=gll(i)X1+···+gln(i)X" where flj(i) and glj(i) are elements of R for each
j=l, ... , n. Taking the Xrcoefficient of both sides of Xk=L;i=l figi we get
1= L;i=l f1k(i)goW + L;i=l fo(i)g1k(i). Since go(i) E J(R) for each i=l, ... , n,
Li=l foCDglk Cj ) is a unit of R; therefore, the ideal (fo(1), ... ,foC") contains 1
and h~nc~ the ideal Ut. ... , f,,) contains 1. Thus 1 EA.

LE11MA 3. If r; is a nilpotent element oJ- R[[X]J, then there exists an R
./lUtomorphism cjJ of R[[X[] such that cjJ (X) =X+1).
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Proof: Suppose that r; is a nilpotent element of R[[XJ] and let r;= 2:1'=0
aiXi. Then ai is nilpotent for each i=1,2, .... Then X+r; =aO+(l+aI)X+

2:1'="aiXi. Since ao is nilpotent and 1 + aI is a unit of R, by Theorem 1
there is an R-automorphism ifJ of R[[XJJ such that cjJ(X) =X+r;.

THEOREM 4. Let R be a ring such that Ie(R) is nil. Then R[[XI, ... ,
Xn-1JJ is power invariant if any unimodular row vector [Ul> "', unJ, Ui E R
for i=l, ... , n, can be complected to an nXn matrix of determinant one.

Proof: Suppose that Ie(R) is nil and unimodular row vector CUI, ... , unJ
can be completed to an n X n matrix whose determinant is 1. To prove the
theorem it suffices to show that R[[Xl> ... , Xn-l> XnJJ = S[[YJJ implies
R[[Xl, ... , Xn-1JJ 2: S. Here X n and }' are indeterminates over R[[Xl> "', Xn-l]J
and a ring S, respectively.

Let W=R[[Xl> ... , XnJJ = S[[YJJ and Y=a + 2:i=lUiX i where aER and
Ui E W for each i=l, "', n. Since Ie(W) =Ie(R) +2:i=IXiW=IcCS) + YW,
we note a E le (R). Thus a is a nilpotent element of R and so it is a nilpotent
element of S[[YJJ. By Lemma 3, there is an S-automorphism of S[[Y]J

taking Y to Y -a. We may therefore assume a={). We then have Y E (Ul>
. ", Un) (Xl> ... , X n). Clearly, (Xl>"" X n) is contained in J(W), so it is
contained in J(S[[Y]J). Then by Lemma 2, the ideal (Ul> ... , Un) contains l.

Let Ul' ... , Un be the constant terms of Ul> ... , Un considered as elements of
R[[Xl> ... , XnJ]' Then the ideal (Ul, ... , un) contains 1, i. e., [Ul> ... , unJ is a
unimodular vector, so it can be completed to an n X n matrix (uij) of deter
minant 1, where Unj=Uj for each j=1, ... , n. Then by Theorem 1, there
exists an R-automorphism of RC<n)) taking X n to Y. Then

R[[X], , Xn-1IJ =WI (Xn ) 2: WI (Y) =--=S [[YJJI (Y) 2: s.
Thus R[[X!> , Xn-I]J is power invariant.

In case n=l and n=2 we see that any unimodular vectors [uJ and [Ul> uz]
can be completed to 1>< 1 matrix and 2X 2 matrix of determinant one, res
pectively. Thus we have the following corollary which appeared as Theorem
3 and 5 in [7J,

COROLLARY 5. If R is a ring such that le (R) is nil, then Rand R[[X]]

are power invariant.

On the other hand for n:2: 3 the corollary will not hold. In other words
R[[Xl> ... ,Xn-IJJ, n:2:3, may not be power invariant even if Ie(R) is nil.
Let R be the reals and let X, Y, Z be independent indeterminates over R.

Let A=R[X, Y,Z]/(xz+yz+zz-1)=R[x,y,z]. Then A is a Noetherian
ring with zero Jacobson radical which has a finitely generated nonfree mo
dule P such that PEBA 2: A3. Taking symmetric algebras of both sides yields
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SA (P) [TJ ~ A[Xh X 2, X 3J, where SA (P) is the symmetric algebra of P and
T, {XI. X 2, X 3} are indeterminates over SA (P) and A, respectively, but
SA(P) is not isomorphic to A[Xh X2J. This is Melvin Hochster's counter
example to the question whether R[XJ~S[XJ implies R~S, where X is an
indeterminate over rings Rand X. See [5J for more detail.

Let SA (P) be the completion of SA (P) with respect to the ideal generated
by P. Then the completion of SA (P) [TJ with respect to the ideal (P, T)
is SA (P) [[TJJ and the completion of A[XI. X 2, X3J with respect to the ideal
(Xl> X 2, X 3) is A[[Xt> X 2, X3JJ and clearly SA (P) [[TJJ ~A[[Xt>X 2, X3J].
We claim that SA(P) is not isomorphic to A[[Xt> X2J].

For suppose SA (P) ~A[[Xt> X2]J. Since SA (p) is a Noetherian ring,
SA(P)/PSA(P)~SA(P)/PSA(P)~Awhose Jacobson radical is zero. Clearly
PSA(p) is contained in J(SA(P)); therefore, J(SA(P)) =PSA(p). The asso
ciated graded rings of SA (P) and A[[Xt> X2JJ with respect to their Jacobson
radicals have to be isomorphic but one of these is A(J)PSA(P) / p2SA(p) (J) ...
which is isomorphic to A (J)PSA(P) / p2SA(P) (J) ... which is isomorhpic to
SA(P) , and the other is AEB(XI. X2)/(Xt> X2)2EB··· which is isomorphic to
A[Xt> X 2]. Thus SA (p) ~A[X1, X2J which is impossible, hence SA (P) is not
isomorphic to A[[XI. X 2JJ. So A[[Xl> X2JJ is not power invariant, although
J(A) =le(A) = (0). This is the Andy Magid's counter example [4J to the
question whether R[[XJJ~S[[XJJ implies R~S.

This example indicates that R[[X1, "., XnJJ, n2::2, may not be power
invariant even if le (R) is nil.
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